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Lincoln Planning Review in context

Three themes

• Open Access in the Global Environment
• Open Access at Lincoln University
• Producing Lincoln Planning Review with open source publishing software
Open Access in the Global Environment

- Publicly funded research should be publically available
- Enabling open access to publisher versions
- Creative Commons licences
- Challenge to the monopoly of established publishers and escalating costs
Global Impacts on Researchers

• Increase in citations
• Access all content not just affordable content
• Increased dissemination of ideas and research outputs
• New models for determining research impact and scholarship?
Open Access at Lincoln University

Supporting global initiatives

– Open Access institutional repository
– Encourage use of Creative Commons Licences
– Assist with copyright and author’s rights
– Promote digital publishing
– Develop emerging researcher portfolios and identity
Open Access Links and Information

• Publishing Research
  http://library.lincoln.ac.nz/Research/Publishing-Research/

• Creative Commons
  http://www.creativecommons.org.nz/

• Kiwi Research Information Service
  http://nzresearch.org.nz/
Open Access Sites at Lincoln University

• Lincoln University Research Archive
  http://researcharchive.lincoln.ac.nz/

• Journals @ Lincoln
  http://journals.lincoln.ac.nz/
Producing LPR with Publishing Software

- From webpage to dedicated site and URL
- Create multiple files for indexing
- Metadata increases harvesting by Google
OJS software features include

• Full publishing structure - use what you need
• Create journal sections to highlight themes
• Supports double blind peer review
• Separates authors from editorial process
• Electronic mailing list with announcement alerts
Journal management

• Editor operated journal publishing system
• Form a small team to publish a journal
• Issues published regularly to your schedule

• OJS website has a comprehensive manual
• OJS wiki for technical support
• Open Journal System
  http://pkp.sfu.ca/?q=ojs
  Over 12,800 titles worldwide

• OJS Support Forum
  http://pkp.sfu.ca/support/forum/
  Over 3500 topics
Lincoln Planning Review

http://journals.lincoln.ac.nz/index.php/LPR
Questions and Comments?

Contacts

• Roger.Dawson@lincoln.ac.nz
• Sarah.Tritt@lincoln.ac.nz
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